Fun Facts about TLG
1) Annie’s mother has a favorite number—5—the number of heroines
and the number of books in the series.
What is your favorite number? Why?
2) Annie purchased the domain name Greywinds.com two years before
the thought of writing this series ever came to mind.
Have you ever followed through on a strong compulsion to do
something?
3) Annie decided to write The Legend of Greywinds as a way of
thanking 50 people who touched her life.
What is the most unusual way you have thanked someone?
4) Annie decided to record her own audio books after a professional
voice talent told her it was too overwhelming a project.
Have you ever done something that others said was too difficult to
do? If yes, what was it?
5) Annie loves to sit on her patio, drink coffee or tea, and just
breathe in the nature all around her—her patio meditation.
What do you like to do when you want to get away from the world
around you for a while?
6) Annie’s mantra is “Make Children Smile.”
What is your mantra?

7) It took Annie 5 months to write the first book. After discussing it
with her editor, Annie threw it out and began again.
What did you redo or restart after realizing your first try wasn’t up
to par?
8) Each of Annie’s main characters has an exceptional power that
grows into something beyond each character’s imagination.
What is your exceptional power and how has it grown over the years?
9) Annie has a word within the pages of her books that she
deliberately spells differently when the mood strikes her.
How do you deviate from the norm? Is it bold or subtle?
10)

It took Annie nearly 7 years to finish The Legend of Greywinds

series.
What is the longest project on which you have ever worked?
11)

Annie spends time reading and speaking to elementary-age

students about her characters and their special gifts, the students’
special gifts, and what it takes to get a book in print.
How do you give back to your community?
12)

Annie never intended to write a book, ever.

What have you done that you never thought you would do?
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